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NOTE TO: Joe Youngblood
John Linehan
Joe Holonich
Jim Wolf

FRM: Mark Delligatti

SUBJECT: REVISED SECY PAPER AND FRN FOR 112/122 RULEMAKING

Attached are: the revised SECY paper, Statement of Considerations (FM)
(Enclosure 2). and the Coomission memo (Enclosure 1). Note that I have added
copies of the line in/line out changes to the PURL and a clean revised copy of

the PURL to Enclosure 1, as indicated In the SECY.

A We are scheduled to brief Mr. Bernero on 3/5/93, with a dry run on 3/5.

-Please let _ know if you have any comments, concerns, etc. by March 3 1993.

Mark Dellii

cc: Ron Ballard
Margaret Federline
Robert Johnson
J1i Park
Norm Eisenberg
Billy Norris
Nick Costanzl
Ml S1lberberg
CNWRA
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Ea: The Co olssioners

fzm: James M. Taylor
Executive Director for Operations

S&ubiaG: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO 10 CFR PART 60 CLARIFYING REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR ASSESSMENT OF SITING CRITERIA

A Purao: To obtain Comimsslon approval to publish proposed a*mndments
.11_ to 10 CFR Part 60 for public comrent.

soil: The proposed rule would clarify requirements for the
assessment of the siting criteria for a high-level waste
repository and the relationship of those requirements to
postclosure performance. The result would be the reduction
of several regulatory uncertainties Identified by the Center
for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA).

hc~kormud: The staff, with assistance fro the CNWRA, conducted
analyses of 10 CFR Part 60 and identified a group of
regulatory and Institutional uncertainties, which are
documnted in: (1) SECY-90-207 "First Update of the
Regulatory Strategy and Schaduies for High-Level Waste
Repository Progra"; (2) SECY-91-225, "Second Update of the
Regulatory Strategy and Schedules for the H1gh-Level Waste
Repository Program"; and (3) CNHRA 90-003, "Identification
and Evaluation of Regulatory and Institutional Uncertainties
in 10 CFR Part 60.' A staff/CNWRA Uncertainty Reduction
Task Force reviewed these uncertainties to identify the best
mthods to reduce thm, and issued a report, 'Systematic

A Contact:
Mark S. Delligatti, NNSS

'504-2430
James R. Wolf, 06C
504-1541
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Regulatory Analysis Regulatory and Institutional Uncertainty
Reduction Rfecendatlons. The report recoemmnded that the
uncertainties could be reduced by either: major rulemaking,
minor rulemaking, or regulatory guidance The report also
noted that sone of the uncertainties would require further
analysis before a method of reduction could be recoaended.

The three uncertainties which are the topic of this
rulemaking were identified as: the waning of the terms
adequately evaluated and adequsately Investigated' in 10

CFR 60.122 and the extent to which combinations of
conditions might be considered when carrying out performnce
assessments. Originally the staff thought that the first
two ('adequately evaluated and 'adequately investigatedg)
required further analysis and that the third could be
reduced by regulatory guidance. However, in subsequent
evaluations conducted by the staff and CNWRA, it was
determined that the most appropriate reduction methods for
all three uncertainties would be a major rulemaking.

DISGUSaiou: In CNWRA 90-003, the CNWRA found that each of the terms
adequately investigated and 'adequately evaluated' gives

rise to a regulatory uncertainty. Specifically, the Issue
concerns the standard by which the 'adequacy' of the
Investigation and evaluation is to be measured: is the

A proper standard that which is relevant and material to
Judging whether the performance objectives relating to c
Isolation of the waste have been met, or Is it some others
standard (and if so, what standard)? In addition, the_<
CNWRA's interpretation was that thee 7fact -e-ach
individual potentially adverse condition on performance was
called for by 10 CFR 60.122(a)(2). and 10 CFR 60.122(a)(2)
was therefore a separate regulatory requirement independent
of the performance objectives In 10 CFP 60.112 and 10 CFR
60.113. The CNWRA concluded that even If compliance was
demonstrated with 10 CFR 60.112 and 10 CFR 60.113,
additional demonstration of compliance would be necessary to
address the potentially adverse conditions listed In 10 CFR
60.122(c).

The staff does not believe that the CNWRA's reading of the
regulation correctly reflects the Comemssion's thinking. As
the staff understands the regulation, the siting criteria
were Intended to facilitate the task of making a
determination that the prescribed performance objectives had
been mt. The potentially adverse conditions were
enumerated so as to assure that a broad range of
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relevant factors had been taken Into account in arriving at
this determination. This was made clear by the Commission's
statement, when it promulgated 10 CFR Part 60, that the
enumerated potentially adverse conditions had to be
*assessed in order to assure that they will not cameromsee

perform co ob-lo } IL^(relating to isolation of the
waste].' 48 FR 28194 28201 June 21, 1983 (final
rulemaking).

The problem Identified by CWRA arises because the siting
criteria are not limited to relevant characteristics of the
site. Instead, they include provisions - really procedural
in nature -- that pertain to the methodology for
demonstrating compliance. The Coemission has ordinarily
dealt with such atters in procedural sections of the
regulations, and in particular those sections that define
the requirements for the content of license applications.
Had this been done in Part 60, it is the staff's belief that
there would be no uncertainty. The rule would then have
been staightforward about what DOE would need to do to
demonstrate that the performance objectives would be met,
taking Into account the presence of potentially adverse
conditions. It would not have required POE to also
demonstrate that there had been an adequate investigation
or *adequate evaluation' above and beyond what might be
needed to show, with reasonable assurance, that the
performance objectives related to isolation of the waste
would be mt.

The third uncertainty concerns the extent to which
combinations of potentially adverse conditions may be
considered In the evaluations that are called for by 10 CFR
60.122(a). The staff believes that it is clear that the
potentially adverse conditions would be acceptably addressed
if DOE could demonstrate that It had considered them, in
combination with other site characteristics and the

A SI engineered barrier system, in the demonstration of
compliance with the applicable performanco objectives set
out In 10 CFR 60.112 and 60.113. This approach better
reflects the true significance of processes and events and
their combined impact on performance of the site. Although
the CWRA did not object to the staff's position, it
believed that the regulations should be revised to reflect
this understanding.

' See Staff Position 60-OOZ 'The Neaning of the Phrase 'Performance
Objectives Relating to Isolation of the Waste',' wherein the staff concluded, on
the basis of the rulemaking record for 10 CFR Part 60, that the subject phrase
refers to the performance objectives set out in 10 CFR 60.112, Overall
Performance Objective for the Geologic Repository After Permanent Closure,' and
10 CFR 60.113, 'Performance of Particular Barriers After Permanent Closure,' but
does not refer to the performance objectives set out in 10 CFR 60.111 (which
pertains to performance through permanent closure). Availability of this staff
position was noted at 55 FR 33565, August 16, 1990.

3
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The staff and the CNWRA held a number of meetings on the
c~~uest0ons discussed above. These meetings resulted In the

'~--_dvelopment of uncertainty-reduction language that was
foirded to the Commission on June 11, 1992 in a *o.orandu.
from the Executive Director for Operations and the General
Counsel (se Enclosure 1). The proposed rule follows that
language in Substance, but incorporates soam minor
refinemnts. Nost importantly, the phrases adequately
evaluated' and 'adequately investigated,' which were found
to be the source of the other two uncertainties, were
deliberately removed from the proposed uncertainty-reduction
language.

Consistent with that proposed language, the staff also
proposes that the Commission take this opportunity to
clarify, In the Statement of Consideration, its expectation
that the evaluation of potentially adverse conditions would
take into account the interaction of such conditions. After
all, as Indicated above, the reason for requiring
consideration of the potentially adverse conditions was to

A <r- assure thatt performance objectives would be met; and
' ~--thfiscoultd ardly b accomplished If combined effects were

not taken nto account.

The first change that is being proposed, therefore, is to
remove from the technical criteria that portion of the text
that deals with methodology as contrasted with the physical
characteristics of the site. Section 60.122 will still
include a list of favorable conditions and potentially
adverse conditions. Section 60.122(a)(1) will continue to

2 The June 11, 1992 version would have required a demonstration that a
potentially adverse condition is absent or a demonstation of the extent to which
it my be present and still be undetected. The staff believes that the
information should also indicate any considerations that may result in the
underestimation of (as well as the nondetection of) a potentially adverse
condition that may be present. The rule being proposed here accordingly would
require an analysis to demonstrate 'the extent to which [a potentially adverse
condition'sJ presence my have been underestimated or undetected.'

A further change calls for the evaluation to consider, and not underestimate the
effect of, potentially adverse consitions that 'have not been determined to be
absent m This Is more conservative than evaluating, as the prior language would
hae , any potentially adverse condition 'that has been determined to b present.'
The verb 'considerl has been used in this context, in place of the prior
lnguage's 'be sensitive to', because there may be situations In which a
potent Illy adverse condition can readily be shown to have no significant effect.
and In such a case there would be no need for the kinds of detailed sensitivity
analyses that the use of the word sensitive' might be construed to require.

A copy of the proposed uncertainty reduction language with the language to be
removed stricken out and addition shaded is Included In Enclosure 1, along with
the revised version.

4
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require that the geologic setting exhibit an appropriate
combination of favorable conditions to provide reasonable
assurance that the performance objectives relating to
Isolation of the waste (which would be clarified by
incorporating a specific reference to 60.112 and 60.113) are
aet. The trenatmnt of potentially adverse conditins would,
however, be modified. Instead of setting out a methodology
for demonstrating that a potentially adverse condition does
not compromise the ability of the geologic repository to
meet the performance objectives relating to isolation of the
waste, this portion of the rule would simply declare that

athe presence of potentially adverse conditions must not so
_compromse repository performance.

( The new rule would also clearly indicate that the effect of
a particular potentially adverse condition would be studied
not in Isolation but In the context of other characteristics
of the site and design as well.

A fuller statmnt of these points Is contained in the
enclosed proposed Eiderafl NiNaJr notice.

Altrnativua: The *Regulatory Analysis,' Enclosure 2, documents the
staff's consideration of alternatives to the proposed rule.
These alternatives were: (1) taking no action and (2)
developing regulatory guidance. Rulemaking, however, best
serves to achieve consistency among NRC regulations and
resolve the regulatory uncertainties that have been
Identified by NRC and DOE. Rulemaking provides DWE with
clear regulatory requirements for system design and
evaluation.

Cnrdinat1ion: The Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste has been briefed on
the proposed rule, and ...... The Office of Public Affairs

A and the Office of Congressional Affairs have been consulted
regarding the public announcement (Enclosure 3) and the
Congressional letters (Enclosure 4). The Office of the
Inspector General has reviewed the Comission paper and
enclosures and .... Draft copies of the proposed rule have
been provided to the Office of Enforcement and the Office of
the Inspector Gneral. The Office of the General Counsel
has no legal objection. This rule has been reviewed for
potential changes to the Criminal Penalties provisions and
the NRC Enforcement Policy.

RnaY m~frt~tna That the Comission:

(1) Apurove the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (Enclosure
I) ipuication for public coment.

(2) d fr that the rule, If promulgated, will not have a
s*ionf cant economic impact on a substantial number of
small entities, to satisfy requirements of the
Regulatory Flexibility Act, 5 U.S.C. 605(b). This
certification Is included in the enclosed FEdgral
Bolister notice.

A (3) Mf&:

(a) That the proposed rule will be published in the

5
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Fadaral Rehister allowing 90 days for public
comment.

(b) That a public announcement will be issued.

(c) That the Subcol1ttee on Nuclear Regulation of the
Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works,
the Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment of
the House Comeittee on Interior and Insular
Affairs. and the Subcommittee on Energy and Power
of the House Committee on Energy and Commerce will
be informed of this rulemaking action.

(d) That the proposed rule does not contain new or
amended Information collection requirements subject
to the Paperwork Reduction Act.

(a) That a copy of the proposed rule will be
distributed to all Interested persons.

A

James . Taylor
Executive Director
for Operations

ENCLOSURES:

1,

3.
4.

6/11/92 Taylor/Parlor Mmo.
& PURL Revisions
Federal Register Notice
Regulatory Analysis
Public Announcement (T13)

'A

5. co resslonal Let Irs T R L __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

- HLPD I LPD | 7 ED. HLI I

DATE / //9/ 3 / 93 /93 / /93 //93

OFC NNSS I NNSS I Ol;C cI .I.
_ _ __ .5 SI.LO4 _

-_ 1393 E/3 1 93 93

NN Jaylor _

DATE I/3 1 93 / /93 I 93
a* COYD E a COVEt &ENCLOSURlE 0cr

9:\PurlEdit.JRW OFFICIAL RECORD COPY
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ENCLOSURE I

JUNE 11, 1"2 COMMISSION MEMORANDUM

AND REVISIONS TO PROPOSED UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION LHGUME
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UNMID STAlES
NUCLAR REGULATORY COMISSION

WA _Yor DA -

lune 11, 1992 I

A .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~FOR:

SUIJECT:

The ChairWa
Ci1ssiew 2ge,-
£ls01s1i Cor"ts
Coguissioner buick
Clssii@Sr ds Planowe

jin N. Tqlor
bxecative 0irrct

for Operatles

Willam C. Parlor
Sefral Counsel

RESOLUTION OF THE REGULATORY UNCERTAINTIES ELATED TO TIE
REATIONSHIP OF TM HIGH.LEVEL VASTE RPOSITORY REGULATIONS'
SITING CRITERIA AM THE PFOUWICt OBJECTIVES

This _oforlnd 1s In rh5!nfl to Staff Roqolremnts NoM1nu ( hS) t20219

resulting from the Nsrch 17a 1,92 briefing to the CMISSIP oN actIvitl"

the Center for Nuclear Waste Regul te:? Asalyses (CWRA)q In the 531, the

tomiss1in asked the staff to provde It with a 
descriptIon of the staff and

CNWRA interpretations of the relat oeship betwnn the sitina criteria In 10 CFR

w-.-J0.122 (defined in tirms of potentialy adverse and favorable conditions) and

- ' thr performance objectives in 10 CFR 60.112 and 10 CFR 60.113. In additions

the 51 reuested a discussion of an approach, that wold resolve this 
Issue.

The d~ffern1 s interprettions were associated with the trm -gadequtely

Investigated and dequatel evaluatd' both of which are assocated with the

evaluation of the potentialy adverse onditions in 10 CYR 60.122. These

terms were identified as reglatory uncertainties because It was not clear how

K@s_ ooIolt*nce-w4.4 the. coul demonstrated. In addition, the CNRAI's interpre-

-lRIon was that the effect of each individua tmantilly adverse conditIon on

performance was called for by 10 CPR &0.I22(a )), and therefore 10 Cen

60.1t2(a)(2) was a selnrute rgultory requiremat independent o the perforrnce

objectivns In 10 CFR 0.112 and 10 CUr 60.11). The Cnter concluded that even
if compliance was eonstrated with 10 CFR 60.112 and 10 CFR 60.113, additional

demonstrations of copltlanc would be necessary to address the potentially

adverse couditimns in 10 CPr 60.l2U(c).

Based en a review of the uMcertliftie, the staff and the CWWRA agreed that the

uhcertaiatis related to the te m adeuately Investigated' and adequately
evaluated could be redoced through eulato g1uidace . Nwvr, qgyeemet I

A I
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us not is easily eahed V th V oerall elatluship betwe 10 CF 60.122 and the
* rfeMUa obJectiws busd em the eXIsting languge In 10 CR part 6O. The
P staf feek the positin tt t*b Statement of Consideration was sleer that thd
Wetially adverse conditions would be acceptably udresd If the prtnt

ot erwv could demonstrate that it had considered thee 1in cebinte wth
Eznor conditions and the eOnginerId barrier systak las described In 10 CFR

03 (a)) In the demonstration of cempliance with the lb1ejerfefrth
.-,b tlves. Th staff's positism s based a Its thdes ta td
C1s"'s itet t ths app ch better fn ts th tl t
f processes and events aid their cmind impct ol. cm f e ste.

Although th Cbl did sot obdect to the staff's post , it believed that th
regulatios should to ,yvissd t ensiwe A siagular InterPisttiefi.

Is or to resolve the iswe t staff (Includigm the Office of the rtlm l
Counsel) and the CM held & mer f et s to reach agreemen on the
relationship of 10 CFR 60.122 and the perforne obctives. These meetings
resulted In agreement on the question ot I terrelationship. The staff and
the CNWR then developed proposed regulatory uncertalntyureduction language
that would address the Issue, and altow the staff and ObR to proceed with
subsequent work. The proposed language places all analysis requiraments in
10 CPA 60.2, which Is consistent with the other techplcal aspects of the rule.

lIt also revises 10 CPR 60.122 to make it clear that If the siting criteria are
?appropriate1y considered in the cmpliance demonstration for the performance
i oWctives, then a separate assessment Is not necessary for performance of
Individual potentially adverse conditions. A copy of that proposed languege is
enclosed. Th staff Is currently analying the Irplmntation of this language
to dotermifte if it Is acceptable. as written, for a proposed rule change, or if
minor modifications are necessary. The Executive Director for Operations has
directed the staff to begin the necessary work to prepare a proposed rulemaking

A for Coeoission consideration, once this analysis is complete.

James W -*(ylor
Executive Director

for ?PrItons

William C. Parlor
General Counsel

Enclosure:
Proposed Rulemaking Language
c;: SeMy, O6C
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UATOED WU tAITY REUCTION LAIS E CLMIItIS
TM N TONNY Whh 10 CFR 60. In AMW 10 CFP U.1l2 AND 1l2

60.21 (c)(2)(1) The asssent shall contain:

(A) An analysis of the geoolo, geophysics, Ihydropology, geochnistry.
climatology, and mteorolop of the site.

-- (1) Aulys to determine the dupe to which each fivwrble coudition
- od potential|y adverse condition enimersted In section g.122 of this

part has boon ghs cteriied and has bee found to be prsnt. For each
petentily adverse gomditiot , te analysis shall d ostrate e1ther Ita

absnce or the extent to which it my be present Vd still be undetected,
taking iato n th or of resolution achieved b the Investigations.
For the wprse fdetrining the presence of th potentially adver
conditions, investigations shall extend from the surface to a depth
sufficient to determine critical pathways for radionuclide migration from
the underground facility to the accessible environment. Potentially
adverse conditions shall be investigated outsidi of the controlled area if
they may affect isolation within the controlled area.

(C) An evaluation of the performance of the proposed geologic repository
for the period after permanent closure, assuming anticipated processes and
events, giving the rates and quantities of releases to the enviroement as a
function of time; and a similar evaluation which also assu & the occurrence
of unanticipated processes and events. The evaluations shell be sensitive to

any of the potentially adverse conditions and favorable conditions
enumeratod in section 60.122 of this part that have ben determined to be
present. In exauning any potentially adverse condition that has been
determined to be present, assumptions should be used that are not likely
to underestimate its effects. The evaluations must demonstrate that,
considering the potentially adverse conditions in combination with other
characteristics of the site and design, the performance objectives
relating to the Isolation of the waste as set out In sections 60.112 and
60. 113 of this pirt will be met.

60.122 Siting criteria.

(a)(1) A geologic setting shall exhibit an appropriate eo;binatlon of the

conditions specified In paragraph (b) of this section so that, together
with the engineered barrier system, the favorable conditions present are
sufficient io provide reasonable assurance that the performance objectives
relating to Isolation of the waste (as st oft In sections 60.112 and

A 60.113 of this part) will be met.

(a)(2)TM presence of potentially adverse conditions mst not compromise
the 111ty of the geologic repositovy to met the performance objectives
relating to Isolation of the waste.

(b).favorable couitins......

(c) potentially adverse conditions....

ENCLOSURE
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POSTULATED UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION LANGUACE CLARIFYING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
10 CFR 60.122 AND 10 CFR 60.112 AND 113

60.21 (c)(1)(1i) The assessment shall contain:

(A) An analysis of the geology, geophysics hydrogeology. geochemistry,
climatology, and meteorology of the site.

(B) Analyses to determine the degree to which each favorable condition
and potentially adverse condition enumerated In section 60.122 of this
part has been characterized and has been found to be present. For each
potentially adverse condition, the analysis shall demonstrate either its

abneor the extent to wichl Ith vb rsMads41b neeU
l |l l llllll llll91 _ _taktng into

accoun t gree o eo nce y nyu igtions For
these purposes, Investigations shall extend froe the surface to a depth
sufficient to determine critical pathways for radionuclide migration
from the underground facility to the accessible environment.
Potentially adverse conditions shall be investigated outside of the

- controlled area If they May affect isolation within the controlled area.

(C) An evaluation of the performance of the proposed geologic repository
for the period after permanent closure, assuming anticipated processes
and events, giving the rates and quantities of releases to the
environment as a function of time; and a similar evaluation which also
assumes the occurrence of unanticipated arocsses and events. The
evaluations shall b -eu Wiie-so - : of the potentially
v r contions a vorable candi ons enum ted In section 60E122

any po-e-n 4aly-adverse condion
:!Mi, assumptions should be used that are not likely to underestimate
its effects. The evaluations must demonstrate that, considering the
potentially adverse conditions In combination with other characteristics
of the site and design, the performance objectives relating to the
isolation of the waste as set out in sections 60.112 and 60.113 of this
part will be met.

60.122 Siting criteria.

(a)(1) A geologic setting shall exhibit an appropriate combination of
the conditions specified in paragraph (b) of this section so that,
together with the engineered barrier system, the favorable conditions

A present are sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that the
performance objectives relating to isolation of the waste (as set out in
sections 60.112 and 60.113 of this part) will be mt.

(a)(2) The presence of potentially adverse conditions must not
copromise the ability of the geologic repository to met the
performance objectives relating to isolation of the waste.

(b) favorable conditions ......

(c) potentially adverse conditions....
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COIUISSION

10 cM Part 60

Disposal of Nigh-Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories

Investigation and Evaluation of Potentially Adverse Conditions

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Comaission.

ACTION: Proposed rule.

Anm aR: The proposed rules would clarify the Commission policy
with respect to the consideration of certain defined geologic and
other onditions that, if present, are potentially adverse to the
ability of a geologic reposdtory to meet the presoribed performance
objectives with respect to isolation of high-level radioactive
waste. The primary reason for the proposed revision is to make it
clear that the adequacy of a license applicant' intigation and
evaluation is to be judged in terms of the significance of

A information that has been obtained, or might be obtained, in
,-r-lation to those performance objectives. In addition, the

provisions that deal vith the manner in which information is to be
presented in the license application would be soved from the
technical criteria to a more appropriate suction of the regulation
- namely, to the section that defines the required contents of the
license application.

DATS: Comments must be submitted on or before (Insert date go
days after date of publication in the FEDERAL RwGIsTER.]

ADDRESSES: Send comnts to: Secretary, U-S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 30555. Attn: Docketing and
Service Dranch.

FOR F RTHER INFOWRMTION CONTACT: Mr. Mark S. Delligatti, Division
of Nigh-Lwvel Waste Management, Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Rockville,
Maryland 20352, telephone 301-504-2430.

SUPPLt(f6TARY NFORmATION: As reflected in the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982, as anded, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
exeracies licensing and related regulatory authority with respect

A to geologic repositories that are to be constructed and operated by
__tb U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) for the disposal of high-level

radioactive waste. The Conis mion's regulations pertaining to such
geologic repositories appear at 10 CPR Part 60. The Commission has
lately been engaged, with the assistance of its Tederally-funded
research ad development center (the Canter for Nuclear Waste
Regulatory Analyses, or "CMNRA*), In a review of the requirements
of Pert 60, with particular attention to any matters that may be
ambiguous or inconsistent with other expressions of its regulatory
policy. The results of COWRA's review were reported in CUWRA 90-
003, "identification and Evaluation of Regulatory and Institutional
Uncertainties in 10 CPR Part 60. The proposal that is presented
by this notice deals with a matter that was brought to light by
this review.
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To place the issue at hand in context, however, it would be
useful to describe generally the prlncipal features of Part 60.

,-Thms are:

- Prior to construction of the repository, DOE is
required to obtain a "construction authorisation
from IRC. 10 CYR 60.3(b).

- DON'. license application, which 1- to be
submitted when it "eke aonstruotion
authorization, mnot contain the information
described in a deta l.d suction on wContents
of application." 10 CYR 60.21.

- upon consideration of DOZ's application, the
Commission may authorize construction,
considering whether required information has
been submitted and whether the site and design
comply with the Technical Criteria. 10 CYR
60.31(a).

- The Technical Criteria (10 CFR Part 60,
Subpart N) include, among other things,
certain performance objectives (10 CFR 60.111-

A 60.113) as well as siting criteria (10 CYR
60.122) and design criteria (10 CPR
60.130ff.).

The issues to be addressed herein concern: (1) the meaning of
two provisions of the siting criteria, particularly as they say
relate to the performance objectives, (2) the manner in which
individual potentially adverse conditions are to be considered, and
(3) the appropriateness of moving, from the siting criteria to the
contents of application section, those requirements (including the
aforesaid provisions of the siting criteria) that deal with
information to be provided by DOZ.

The siting criteria includ& a listing (in 60.122(b)) of
certain *tavorable oonditions and also (in 60.122(c)) of certain
Opotentially adverse conditions." The significance of these
oonditlon Is that they my affect the performance of the
repository in isolating any placed waste -- i.e., inhibiting the
transport of radioactive ma Ils from such emplaced waste so that
amounts and conoentrations thereof entering the environment will be
kept within prescribed limits.

CNIRh' a review of the regulation did not identify any
A regulatory uncertainty with respect to the treatment of favorable
,.-conditions. The pertinent language, as it now reads and would

continue to read, is as follows:

[60.122(a)(1)] A geologic setting shall exhibit an
appropriate combinations of favorable] conditions so
that, together with the engineered barrier system, the
favorable conditions present are sufficient to provide

gT :ST £C66T-9-TI d
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rsaionable assurance that the performance objectives
relating to isolation of the waste will be met.

The treatment of potentially adverse conditions was vied,
however, as being unclear. The regulation appropriately notes, to
begin with, that if any of the potentially adverse conditions 1.
present, it may copromls the ability of the geologic repository
to met the performance objectives relating to isolation of the
waste.' it then goes on to specify ways in which it can be
demonstrated that such a condition does not so co Lo the
performance of the repository. For the demonstration to meet the
requirements of the rule, the potentially adverse condition must
have been "adequately investigated" and its effect mut have been
'adequately evaluated."

Rach of these term gives rise to a regulatory uncertainty.
. Specifically, the issue concerns the standard by which the

Hadequacyn of the investigation mad evaluation is to be measured:
is the proper standard that which is relevant and material to
judging whether the performance objectives relating to isolation of
the waste have been met, or is it onm other standard (and if so,
what standard)?" In addition, the CNWRA'u interpretation was that

1 The Commission notes, with approval, the issuance by the
staff of Staff Position 60-002, "The Xaning of the Phrase
'Performance objectives Relating to Isolation of the Waste',"
wherein it concluded, on the basis of the rulemaking record for 10
CYR Pert 60, that the subject phrase refers to the performance
objectives set out in 10 CPR 60.112, 0Overall Performance Objective
for the Geologic Repository After Permanent Closure," and 10 CYR
60.113, "Performance of Particular Barriers After Permanent
ClosurZ," but does not refer to the performance objectives set out
in 10 CFR 60.111 (which pertains to performance through permanent
closure). Availability of this staff position van noted at 55 FR
33565, August 16, 1990.

I The full text of the pertinent regulation, 10 CPR 60.122(a),
A reads as follows:

(a) (1) A geologic setting shall exhibit an
appropriate combination of the conditions specified in
paragraph (b) of this section so that, together with the
engineered barriers smic: should be "barrier"] system,
the favorable conditions present are sufficient to
provide reasonable assurance that the performance
objectives relating to isolation of the waste will be
mt.

(2) If any of the potentially adverse, condItions
specified in paragraph (a) of this section is present, it
may compromise the ability of the geologic repository to
most the performance objectives relating to isolation of
the waste. In order to show that a potentially adverse
condition does not *o cospromise the performance of the
geologic repository th following must be demonstrated:

(i) The potentially adverse human activity or
natural condition has been tadeqal iatigatmo,
including the extent to which the condition may be
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the effect of each individual potentially adverse condition an
p fomnee ma called for by 10 CYR 60.122 (a) (2), and therefore,
10 CPR 60.122(a) (2) was a separate regulatory rqulirent
indapendent of the performance objectives in l CPU 60.112 and 10
CPR 60.11 The .cX concluded that even if compliance was
demonstrated with 10 CPR 60.112 and 10 CYR 60. 113. additional
damonstration of cmliance would he necessary to address the
potntially adverse conditions listed in 10 CYR 60.122(c).

DISCUSaIOn

The Commission believes that its intention has been consistent
and manifest throughout the rulemaking proess. The ntl
issue has always been to establish a set of regulations that would
facilitate the task of making a judgment, in accordance vith the
Atomic Unargy Act, whether the proposed disposal of high-level
waste in a geologic repository would create any unreasonable risk
to the health and safety of the public. hile certain of the
requirements ay be stated in unqualified terms we have noted that
we do not expect that complete assurance that they will be met can
be presented. A reasonable assurance, on the basis of the record
before the Commission, that the objectives and criteria vlll be *at
is the general standard that is required. in particular, since

A proof of the future performnce of engineered barrier systems and
._the geologic stting over time periods of many hundreds or many

thousands of years is not to be had in the ordinary soe of the
word, we require reasonable (not complate) assurance that the
outcome will be in conformanc* with those objectives and criteria.
Demonstration of copliance, we have stated, will involve the use
of data from accelerated tests and predictive models that are
upported by such measures as field and laboratory tests,
monitoring data and natural analog studies. 10 CPR 60.101(a)(2).

When we alluded to reasonable assurance that the outcooe will
be in conformance with the stated objectives and criteria, we had

Present and still be undetected taking into account the
degree of resolution achieved by the investigations; and

(ii) The effect of the potentially adverse human
activity or natural condition has been aiina lv
. v l t dusing analyses which are sensitive to the
otentally hman activity or natural condition and

asumptions which are not likely to underestimate its
effect; and

(iii)(A) The potentially adverse human activity or
natural condition is shown by analysis pursuant to
_ pararaph (a)(2)(Li) of this section not to affect
sainificantly the ability of the geologic repository to
meet the performance objectives relating to isolation of
the waste, or

(a) The effect of the potentially adverse human
activity or natural condition is compensated by the
presence of a combination of the favorable
characteristics so that the performance objectives
relating to isolation of the waste are mat, or

(C) The potentially adverse human activity or
natural condition can be remedie4.
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in mind a judgment (made with reasonable assurance) that the
overall performance of the geologic repository, and the performance
of particular subsystems, would achieve specified levels of
radionuolide containment and isolation, and that certain design and
quality assurance features would be incorporated so as to enhance
confidence that much performance would be achieved. Our concern
with potentially adverse conditions was spelled out clearly: it wa
to assure that they would be "assessmed in order, to s o

will. noft nramime th aiity or the geologic rAuouitaory mee
the mart oruanc obj t (relating to isolation of the wasts].N
46 PR 36194, 26201, Tun- 21, 1953 (final rulTng). Shis i the
test that we had in mind then and that vs will continue to apply in
the future.

The source of the regulatory uncertainty Identified by CMMA
'is our inclusion in the technical criteria of provisions that

relate not to the performance of the repository but to methodology
for demonstrating that performance. Such matters are ordinarily
dealt with in procedural sections of the regulations, and in
particular those sections that define the requirements for the
content of license applications; end they should have been treated
in this manner in la CYR Part 60 as well. Had this been done,
there would be no uncertainty. The rule would then have been
staightforward. DOE would need to demonstrate that the performance
objectives would be met, taking into account the presence of
potntially adverse conditions. DOE would not have to demonstratef
as well,, that ther bad been an adequate investigationt or
*adequate evaluation above and beyond what might be needed to
show, with reasonable assurance, that the perfor objectives
related to isolation of the waste would be net. We do, in fact,
anticipate that quite thorough investigations will be undertaken
and that very sophisticated evaluations will be needed, but the
measure to be applied is tied directly to that vhich is relevant
and material to a finding that the performance objectives have bean
satisfied.

We also take this opportunity to clarify our expectation that
A the evaluation of potentially adverse conditions would tale into
-accunt the interaction of such conditions. Indeed, it would be

inappropriate to atteopt to evaluate a condition such an evidence
of dissolutioning (60.127(ca)(10)) without considering as well the
potential for changes in hydrologic conditions resulting from
reasonably foreseeable climatic ohan (60.122(c) (6)). After all,
as indicated above, the reason for requiring consideration of the
potentially adverse conditions was to asure that the performance
objetives would be met; and this could hardly be accomplished if
combined a *faota were not taken into account. To be sure, the
regulation dqes roetr to evaluating the significance of each of the
potentially adverse conditions. This was intended to mean that the
evaluation must demonstrate how tbe potentially adverse condition
was taken into account in mesting the performance objectives -
i.e., the application would ned to describe the presence of the
condition and consider that condition in the evaluation of
performance; but the rule does not, and was never intended to,
exclude the consideration of other conditions - whether favorable
or potentially adverse - that would have a bearing upon performance
and the sensitivity of such performance to the potentially adverse
condition in question, That is exactly what is called for by 10

A
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CM 60.21(c)(Ml)((D3), which requires the applicant's Safety
Analysis Report to include an asesment that, anong other things,
analyses *the extent to which it contributes or detracts from
isolation. While We recognise that the wording of the existing

._rule might be read to call for a more comprtmentalied approach to
the analysis of potentially ad re conditions, we view that
construction as inappropriate.

Th first change that is being proposed, therefore , is to
remove from the technical criteria that portion of the text that
deals with Methodology &a contrasted vith the physical
characteriStics of the slte- 8ction 60.122 Will still include a
list of favorable conditions and potentially adverse conditions.
Stioton 60.122(a) (1) will continue to require that the geologic
s*tting exhibit an appropriate combination of favorable conditions
to prowide reasonable assurance that the performance objectives
relating to isolation of the waste (which would be clarified by
incorporating a specific reference to 60.112 and 60.123). The
trea nt of potentially adverse conditions would, however, be
modified. Instead of setting out a methodology for demonstrating
that a potentially adverse condition does not compromise the
ability of the geologic repository to meet the performance
objectives relating to isolation of the waste, this portion of the
rule would simply declare that the presence of potentially adverse
conditions must not so compromise repository performance.

While the means for evaluating the significance of potentially
adverse conditions would no longer appear in th technical

~criteria, they would still be an integral part of the regulation as
a whole. This can be demonstrated readily, as follow.

The existing rule requires, in 60.122(a) (3), that the
potentially adverse human activity or natural condition
has been dagmima2LinvehigS ai , including the extent to
which the condition may be present and still be
undetected taking into account the degree of resolution
achieved by the investigations. The proposed rule would
accompl sh exactly the *me thing, by amending
60.21(c)(l)(ii)(D) Idealing with a site asminment that
must be included in the Safety Analysis Report) to

cify tht for each potentially adverse condition, the
anlys allt either its absence or the
exent to which its presence may have been underestimated
or undteod, taking into account the degree of
resolution achieved by the investigations. Th. phrase
'a quately investigated,' which was found to be a source
of regulatory uncertainty, deliberately is to be removed
from the regulation. Note that the description of the
investigation hem been refined to reflect posible

A underestimation of, as well as nondt ction of,
potentially adverse conditions.

The existing rule requires, in 60.122(a) (2), that the
effect of the potentially adverse human activity or
natural condition on the site has been *dnutly
axilnkt~ using analyses which are sensitive to the

potentially adverse human activity or natural condition
and assumptions which are not likely to underestimate its
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effect. Again, the proposed rule serves the same
met, by alnding the content of application sectionto rneorporae (in 60.21(o) (1) (ii) (C)) the same level of

details the amended languag requires evaluations of
performance that shall considr al1 of the potentially
adverse conditions and favorable conditions enumerae in
section 60. 122 that have not been determined to be
absentgN and win considering any such potentially adverse
coniLtion, assumptions should be used that ar not likely
to underestimate its effects." The phrase "adequately
evaluated" is eliminated, but the standard for adequacy
of evaluation is made explicit - namely, that "the
evaluations must demonstrate that, considering the
potentially adverse conditions in combination with other
characteristios of the site and design, the performance
objectives relating to the isolation of the waste as set
out in sections 60.112 and 60.113 of this part will be
mt."

The proposed rule would differ in two other respects from the
existing rule. The new rule clearly indicates that the required
evaluations are to be undertaken in combination - I.e. , that the
effect of a particular potentially adverse condition would be
studied not in Isolation but in the context of other
characteristics of the site and design as well. (This is
acco plished by calling for evaluation of the potentially adverse
conditions win combination with other characteristics of the site
and design.') The second difference relates to the elimination of
three clauses [present 60. 122(a) (2) (iii)I that set out alternative
ways Vith which the applicant can deal with the presence of
potentially adverse conditions - by showing that they are not
significant, that they are copensated for by the presence of
favorable conditions, or that they can be remedied * What is
rquired is clear: reasonable assurance that the performance
objectives relating to isolation of the waste will be satisfied
and, for the reasons indicated above, the three clauses that
indicate how the requireaent might be s*tisfied are unnecessary
surplusage.

Enwirornss#tal impact

mC has determind that this proposed regulation is the type
of action described in 10 CYR 51.22(c)(2),9 pertaining to the
promulgation of technical requirements and criteria that the
Comission will apply in approving or disapproving applications
under Pert 60. Therefore neither an environmental impact statement
nor an environmental asosment has been prepared for this proposed
regulation.

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement
[check t'his]

This proposed rule contains no information-collection
requirements and therefore is not subject to the requirements of
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1960 (44 U.S. C. 3501 !
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Regulatory Flexibility Act Certification

as required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1910, 5
v. S.C.z605(b). the ission aertif ism that this rule, if adopted,
Vill not have a si niflcant economic impact upon a substantial
nmber of small entities. The only entity subjefct to regulation
under this rule In DOL.

List of Subjects in Part 60

High-level waste, Nuclear pover plants and reactors, Nuclear
materials, Penalty, Reporting requirements, and Waste trt nt and
disposal.

For the reasons set out in the preamble and under the
authority of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the EMergy
Reorganization Act of 1974, a amendedo, the Nuclear Waste Policy

* Act of 1982, an amended, and 5 U.B.C. 553, VIC is proposing to
,-_adopt the following a_ nt to Part 60.

PART 60 - DISPOSAL OF HI-LEV GADIo=1f VAST= in GEMMOIIC
RZOBZTOIE5

1. The authority citation for Part 60 continues to read as
follows.

Authozxty: (Insert current authority citation.]

2. Section 60.21 is amended by revising paragraph (a) as
follows:

* 0 * * 0

(o) The Safety Analysis Report shall include:

(1) A description and assessment of the site **a

(ii) The assessment sall contain:

(A) An analysis of the geology, geophysics,
hydrogeologyJ geochmistry, climatology, and meteorology

.__ of the site.

(3) Analyses to determine the degree to which each
favo-able condition and potentially adverse condition
eninerated in section 60.122 of this part has been
obaracterimed and has been found to be present. For each
potentially adverse condition, the analysis shall
demonstrate eithe its absence or the extent to which its
presece my have been underestimated or undetected
taking into account the degree of resolution achieved by
the investigations. For theme purposes, investigations
shall extend from the surface to a depth sufficient to
determine critical pathways for radionuclide migration
from the underground facility to the accessible
environment. Potentially adverse conditions shall be
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investigated outside of the controlled area if they my
affett loolatlon within the controlled area.

CC) Ln evaluation of the performance of the proposed
geologic repository for the period after t
closure, assuming anticipated processes and events,
giving the rates and quantities of release to the
environment as a function of time; and a similar
evaluation which also assume the occurrence of
unanticipated processes and events. The evaluations
shall oonsider all of the potentially adverse conditions
and favorable conditions nimer td in section 60.122
that have not been determined to be absent. Sn
considering any such potentially adverse condition,
assumptions should be used that are not likely to
underestimate its effects. The evaluations must
demo-ntrate that, considering the potentially adverse
conditions in combination Vith other characteristics of
the site and design, the performance objectives relating
to the isolation of the waste as set out in sections
60.112 and 60.113 of this part will be met.

CD) The effectiveness of engineered end natural
barriers ***

3. Section 60.122 is amended by revising paragraph (a) to
_read as follows:

(a) (l) A geologic setting shall exhibit an
appropriate combination of the conditions specified in
paragraph (b) of this section so that, together with the
engineered barrier system, the favorable conditions
present are sufficient to provide reasonably assurance
that the performance objectives relating to isolation of
the waste Cab set out ln sections 60.112 and 60.113 of
this part) will be mt.

(2) The presence of potentially adverse conditions
must not cDroie the ability of the geologic
repository to seet the performance objectives relating to
isolation of the waste.

Dated in Rokville, Maryland, this _ day of
193.

For the Nuclear legulatory Commission.

Secretary of the Cc ission
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